Material Quantities
Fabric 1 (44”)- Main
Exterior

1/4 yard, fat quarter or scraps

Fabric 2 (44”)– exterior
accent panels

1/4 yard, fat quarter or scraps

Interfacing (22”) lightweight

1/4 yard

Zippers

1 – 9”

Bias Tape - ½” double
fold

40” (1pkg) or scrap
OR

*Fabric 3 (44”) - for ½”
double fold bias tape

fat quarter, 1/4
yard or 7”
square

*Purchase

Fabric 3 only if making bias tape, otherwise purchase pre-made bias tape
in quantity indicated. For instructions on how to make bias tape, visit
www.cozynestdesign.com/freebies
Cut Fabric Pieces:

Print instructions using the LANDSCAPE setting on your printer.
Notes:
 Use 1/4" seam allowance unless otherwise indicated.
 Cut A, C & D pieces using measurements provided. Cut B pieces using
pattern piece provided.
 Interface A pieces on WRONG side following manufacturer’s instructions.

CUTTING CHART
WxH
A. Exterior
B. Accent Panels:
1. B1
2. B2
C. Lining

D. Interfacing

Fabric #1

Fabric #2

2 @ 10 x 6 ½”

-

2 @ 10 x 6 ½”

Cut 2 from pattern
Cut 2 from pattern
-

Cut 2 @ 10 x 6 ½”

Copyright 2011. S.Gido. All Rights Reserved. This pattern is for personal use only. No portion may be
used for commercial purposes unless written permission is received. No portion of this pattern or design
may be reproduced without expressed permission. This includes mechanically, electronically, or by any
other means, including photocopying.
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Sample Cutting Layout: Cut on single layer of fabric, WRONG side up. Shaded
pieces indicate that pattern piece should be reversed (flip pattern piece over and
trace).
Fabric #1

2. Open center fold and shorter side fold.
Align raw edge of bias tape with curved edge of
B panel. Stitch along short side fold.

3.

Wrap bias to WRONG side of panel to encase raw
edge. Press. From RIGHT side, stitch in the ditch;
catching bias tape on WRONG side in seam.

Fabric #2
4.
Layer B1 RIGHT side up on RIGHT side of A.
Align left bottom corners and left side edges. Edgestitch
curved edge of B1 and baste side and bottom edges.

5.

Repeat step #4 to attach B2 to right-hand side of
A panel.

6.

Repeat steps #2 and #4 with the second set of
B1, B2 & A.

PREPARE ZIPPER:
Cut a 1 x 1 1/2" piece from Fabric
#1. Fold in half to 1 x 3/4".
Position on zipper tape above top zipper stop so folded end is facing toward zipper.
Edgestitch along folded and side edges. Trim to width of zipper.

7. Lay zipper face down on RIGHT side of A,
aligning edge of zipper tape and top edge of A.

CREATE BAG:
1.

Cut 4 - 10” pieces of bias tape. Determine the shorter
side of the bias tape.

8.

Lay C RIGHT side down on RIGHT side of
A; sandwiching zipper between A & C.
Align top edges. Using a zipper foot, stitch
along zipper at top edge.
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9.
With WRONG sides together, align
side and bottom edges of A & C; press seam.
Topstich 1/8" from seam . Repeat steps #6 and
#8 with second A & C panels to free edge of
zipper.

10. Open to expose zipper. Panel should look like the
following:

15.
Align bottom and side edges of C. Sew sides and
bottom edges, leaving a gap in seam line for turning.

16. Repeat steps #12-13 with C panels.
17. Trim seam allowances on both ends of zipper and at each corner without cutting
into seam lines. Turn bag RIGHT side out through opening in C. Tuck seam
allowance of opening inside and slip-stitch or topstitch closed. Arrange C inside
of exterior; press. Enjoy!

SQUARE CORNERS

11. Open zipper ¾ of the way. Align bottom and side
edges of A panels with RIGHT sides together. Sew side
and bottom edges.

12. Flatten one bottom corner of A so that the
bottom and side seam lines are in the center
(look inside bag; match up side and bottom
seams). Open seam allowances; pin.

13. Measure down from point 1/2”. Draw a
horizontal line. Sew along line.

I hope you had fun making this project! I would love to see your
creation! Email me your photos at cozynestinfo@cox.net and I will
display them on my Facebook wall and Flickr!

Thanks so much!

Sarah

14. Trim off point ¼” from seam line. Repeat steps #12-13 on
second corner.
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Check out my other patterns!
www.cozynestdesign.com
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1" if
printed
accurately
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